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> A workshop / symposium  for working with the archetypal 
forms of flow in simple yet profound experiments with water

This event arises out of  an interest to explore how interactive experiences of  
fluidity and fluid formative processes work with us as experimenters in our 
thinking, feeling and will. The guided sessions will be collaborative, and include 
the harvesting of  participants’ experiences. In this way, we would like the event  
to lead on to further educational work in the future, aiming to improve ways of  
displaying and engaging participants with fluidity. 

We have in mind possible future public exhibitions and workshops, and we hope 
that participants of  this workshop may consider joining such an enterprise. We 
see the work as growing out of   Goethe’s approach to morphology, applied to 
forms arising through flow, as was studied and illustrated by Theodor Schwenk 
in the 1960s. 

There are also opportunities to link in to two other fields: firstly to the path 
curves revealed in projective geometry which can also help develop imagination 
and other faculties in the thinking, and secondly to the art of  creating vessels 
for flowing fluids especially Flowform  sculptures which are often designed in a 
conversation with  flowing water and where, through engaging feeling and will, 
one can become more attuned to the flow.

The co-ordinaTing group 

Simon Charter Med, (Flow design, Flow research and educaTion) 
naTural science group uK

Dr Philip Kilner MD, PhD (hearT Flow research and Morphology)
eMerson college uK

Eva Wohleben (arT and Morphology)
insTiTuTe oF Flow sciences , herrischried  gerMany

Nigel Wells (FlowForM design, waTer educaTion) 
Virbela aTelje,  jaerna, sweden

Dr David Auerbach (biophysics, Fluid dynaMics, MediTaTion worKshops) 
lecTuring aT weingarTen uniVersiTy , gerMany



> The event will run from
     Friday 7 June 9am -  Sunday  9 June lunchtime

The interactive research approach for the weekend will be introduced and 
then our programme will been woven together to include:

• Dropping into vortices: hands on experiments in various vessels with guidance 
for active  participation

• Modelling and meanders: working with flowing water in a clay channel which 
can be shaped collaboratively to explore a variety of  flow possibilities

• Moving revelations: demonstrations of  flow phenomena on smaller and  
larger scales 

• “Deeds of  the flow: a presentation on some aspects of  our relationship to 
water in the world

Later we will practice more focused contemplative engagement with the 
various phenomena which we have met experimentally:

• Experimenting with the flow to explore the full range of  possible flow 
phenomena with the equipment

• Breathing out with some playful activities
• Conversations in search of  new insights and common understanding in the 

phenomena we have been observing. Explorations of  the transformative 
potential of  flow in educational work

• Collecting of  ideas and initiatives to develop this work into the future



> Costs
Full cost is £175 (concessionary rates can be considered, please ask)  
Booking deposit £50

> For More information
Please contact Simon Charter 
telephone daytime 01453 836060  evenings 01453 882114
mobile 07814 786682    email: simon.charter@live.co.uk 

The event is organized by the Mathematics and Science Group 
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